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If you consult any student prospectus it
will distinguish a student in terms of 
attitude, academic skill, accomplishment
and ability. However, in recent years the
definition of ‘student’ has somewhat
changed within popular culture to
include various stereotypes. These
include those students who claim to be
a l c o h o l i c s ;  
“I was sooo wasted last night” and those
who whinge about everything: “£1.50 for
a pint? Rip off!” And the classic; “I have to
get up at 11am tomorrow!” Being a 
student is about meeting new people
and experiencing new things so study
hard, party hard and do your best 
to avoid fresher’s flu! LC

Being a student is a time in your life that
goes far too quickly. I would recommend
you spend as much time with your
friends as possible, party as often as
possible and always drink till you fall
over – oh, and make sure to do some
studying too! Life is way too short for
spending your life working on a checkout
and although doing a degree was tough
it has been one of my most rewarding
experiences. I will always remember
being a student as some of the best days
of my life. Make the most of it! BF

It’s a hard life being a student. Many a
time I have complained about the
chores, the hard work involved in the
study and the endless amount of revision
- not to mention never having enough
money. But in reality I would not change
it for the world. I’m living the life of luxury.
I studied hard up until June and now my
exams are over I’m free to party till
September before I get back down to
work again. Not many people can say
they get four months holiday a year. So
lets make the most of it while it lasts
because all too soon we will be slogging
it out 9 to 5, 365 days of the year! KS

£10 to last the week. Go to Asda. Buy two
loaves of Smart Price bread and 36 eggs
(£2.00): live on 5 eggs a day with
toast…Go halves on a bottle of Whisky
with housemate (£3.50): this does not
need an explanation, it is booze, it is 
essential… Buy one pouch of Golden
Virginia rolling tobacco (£2.50) – don’t
need Rizlas, got some at home: this does
not need an explanation either, it is 
tobacco, it is essential. Two quid left... If 
I only eat eggs and white bread for an 
entire week I might die. Buy five tins of
Smart Price beans and a tin of Smart
Price Tomato Soup (£1). This leaves me a
quid to buy a scratch card… Win £1 and
buy another. Lose £1. HFLeaving uni lends a misty nostalgia to

memories of the last three years.
There’s the overwhelming sadness 
that reading books in bed will no longer
be regarded as working; no more
seminars which just consist of ‘talking
about things’, no more afternoons spent
in the bar, or spent  napping before
going out. Perhaps the worst thing of
all, though, is leaving all the people that
you’ve met, even the random ones that
you only ever talk to when you’re very
drunk. Being a student can be a little
like existing in a rather large bubble, 
but it’s a very nice bubble. KP

Studentism is a bit of a mixed bag.
There are good bits, like socialising 
with friends, having ‘the best days of
your life’, not having to worry about
major commitments and financial
security or nuclear war etc… But then
there are the not so good bits, like
doing assignments that you know have
no relevance to the course you’re doing
and tutors who learnt what they’re
teaching you from the tutorials you get
with a piece of software. But hey, it
beats working 9-5. JB
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1. 2. 3.
Enter an insane amount of 
competitions and then sell all your
winnings. Statistically you’re bound to
win eventually and it’ll give the 
neighbours something to talk about
when you roll up in a brand new
Beemer.

Don’t do any washing or tidying in
your room and sell the results as
modern art a la Tracey Emin. Throw in
a tent with the names of all your exes
and you’re practically a millionaire!

Become a dog walker. All you need to
do is walk off your hangover with a
small animal attached to your arm,
how hard can it be?

4.
One for the boys: Donate your sperm.
It could cause problems in 20 years
time when they all join Genes 
Reunited, but hell, you only live once.

6.
Always buy excess food and drink on
your weekly shop (preferably on 3 for
2 deals) and then flog it to your mates
at midnight at excess prices when
they’ve got the munchies/got too
wankered to drive/too fat too walk*
delete as appropriate.

5.
Stand outside pubs with an umbrella
when it rains and charge out your
service to smokers. (Make it a big,
stand-out umbrella, as you may have
competition come December).

7.
Offer to be designa ted driver and
charge more than your local cabbie.
(Make an extra bonus on blackmail
photographs taken with your perfect,
steady, sober hand).

8.
Scour charity shops, pick out the most
ridiculous clothes you can find -
oversize jumpers, old school pumps,
braces - and sell them on Ebay at 
premium prices under the word 
‘VINTAGE’.

9.
One for the girls: Get paid to clean
and tidy. You’ll end up doing it
anyway so you may as well get paid.
£20 a week between four people is
nothing to them, but a night out for
you.

10.
Do people's coursework for money. A
word of advice: get paid for handing it
over, not on receipt of the mark. And
don’t feel guilty; they would have done
a crap job anyway.

Remember, being a student
wouldn’t be the same if you
did have money. Don’t be
fooled by scruffy clothes,
many students are loaded,
befriend them and have very
good nights out indeed.

FUNNY WAYS TO MAKE EXTRA CASH

Design: Sam Burrows
Photography: Amy Poole
Words: Lowena Rich
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If you’re under 20 you can get an Explore card. It’s free and gives you big savings on all your local bus and train travel
as well as discounts in local shops - great if you’re a student.

Last issue we ran a competition and you told us what you thought of the Explore card scheme. The prize for this
feedback was an iPod. The bribery obviously worked as your comments on local transport flooded in - here are a few of
our favourites.

No student could get anywhere without this trusty card. It’s also a recognisable I.D. for going to the cinema etc. I rely
totally on my card to get to work, to be able to socialise and to not make the struggle of being a student any worse.

I think the explore card is an awesome idea for teenagers because being a teenager myself it has made traveling
places a lot cheaper and more affordable when going places like schools or colleges that are not local.

Great scheme and means I always avoid paying an adult faire on the bus, must have saved me a fortune!

The explore card is a great way to get young people on public transport.

This issue we are running another competition, the prize is a £50 voucher to spend at local extreme sports
stockists Edgeriders (see inside front cover for details). So, if you’re an extreme student always hopping on the
bus to find a bigger and better hill in Suffolk to Landboard down, or maybe you just like practicing your Parkour
at Suffolk train stations - this is the prize for you...

PEOPLE WHO EXPLORE GET REWARDS



www.soundclick.com/mizi 
www.miziworld.co.uk

M I Z I
While the urge to use the word ‘groovy’ is almost unbearable whilst describing Mizi, it is one of only a few words that can sum up
this local band’s style. The distinctive group departs from the standard guitar, drums and bass three-piece with a more experimental
outlook that they call ‘mellow and funky’. It is Tubular Bells delicately blended with Moby, an ambitious approach by any stretch of
the imagination.  

The thing is they make it work without sounding too repetitive or dull by using contrasting sounds. This means tranquil tracks
followed rapidly by upbeat dance tunes. Speaking to IP1, Mizi say their members draw on each others’ diverse musical
backgrounds, incorporating elements from genres as varied as Folk and Reggae. They use keyboards as their primary instrument,
and base the majority of their tracks around intricate yet strong bass lines and riffs, accompanied by various other acoustic sounds
and the almost endearing voice of singer Reb Capper. 

The band spawned from two friendly neighbours getting together and having a jam session, and presumably a nice cup of tea, at
the beginning of 2006. Just over a year later and they are already planning their debut album. Their performances on stage (at the
Ipswich Music Day for example) are bolstered by a support group, making them a formidable six-piece outfit.  

Synthesised keyboard samples give Mizi a somewhat artificial and perhaps over-polished feel on recordings. Live use of bass and
drums with the soothing vocals veils this rather well however. Mizi currently use existing grooves as the basis for all songs but they
have revealed they are starting to write songs from scratch to make a bigger and better sound. And despite having a name that
you might associate with Japanese anime characters (chosen ahead of fifty other names), Mizi are set to become a strong part of
sleepy Suffolk’s music scene. 

Mizi are soon to launch a website at www.miziworld.co.uk. Their upcoming album All That and Everything will be released towards
the end of the year, and will be be available to buy from iTunes and at their shows. 

Words:  James Silk
Photography:  Alex Burnell 
Design: Juanita Allard 
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As a little boy, Felixstowe held a special place in my heart, partly because I was quite a heavy gambler when I was
young but also because outings in my family normally took place under a rather dark metaphorical cloud. But 
for some reason, when we ventured to Felixstowe, this cloud dispersed and the sun shined. Fond memories of
watching my dad swim so far out to sea he surpassed the horizon, to going round and round on rides at Charlie
Manning’s that made me vomit - As a little boy, Felixstowe rocked!

Today, Felixstowe is still vomit-inducing in many ways, but at its core beats a heart of gold. It is the golden girl of the 
East - a tawdry, fun seaside town, offering the visitor treats galore from Crazy Golf and Bumper Boats along The Front to 20p
bingo and Fortune Telling at The Pier. I suppose it depends on your frame of mind - some will read my portrayal of
Felixstowe and [wrongly] think I'm slating the place - but I for one am sincerely a fan of Felixstowe. What’s more, as a true
fan I appreciate its bad points as well as its good points.

Felixstowe’s good points are as with many seaside towns.In this tacky idyll the benefits of sea air, seagulls and sandwiches
on the beach give residents a good quality of life. Indeed, it may be that it is this very Victorian seaside charm - displaced
against its residing Burberry youth, OAP’s and tortured artistes - that makes Felixstowe something of an enigma. Strangely,
it is where Burberry youth, OAP's and tortured artists converge that gives us another of Felixstowe's star attractions – its
charity shops. Felixstowe is home to some of the best in Suffolk: of the cheap, old school variety where belts cost ten pence,
skirts and trousers a pound, and t-shirts 50p. To find them venture off the high street.

What better way to celebrate a charity shop bargain than with some café refreshment. In Felixstowe, my favourite places to
do this are: The café located in Charlie Manning’s arcade for its dirty chip butties and grease-cutting tea… Joe Crowleys for
its heavenly all-dayers and ice cream served in a 50s setting... And finally, the café located at the Harwich & Shotley foot
ferry, for lovely views and Apple Pie & Custard like mum makes.

The house-boat and hut community of Old Felixstowe, where the foot ferry is found, also deserves a mention. Dogs and
their owners from all over the world come here to go on truly some of the greatest, briskest walks in the world. Plus there
are more weird people here with beards than in other known catchments of the universe.

And as if all this wasn’t enough, the squirty cream atop the knickerbocker glory that is Felixstowe, is that the town seems 
to produce a higher than average caliber of artiste. We’re all familiar with the idea that a tortured soul produces great art;
could it be that all the seaside frivolity has induced an overdose of disenchanted youth keen to sing, dance and paint their
way to greater plains? Take Liam Frankland (IP1, issue 16) - a Felixstowe photographer; he captures his environment in
dramatic dark lighting, turning everyday scenes into illuminating statements and changing perceptions of the colourful
seaside town where he lives. Belinda Gillett is another successful Felixstowe figure. An acoustic singer songwriter from the
coast she is making waves at the moment inland, with an impressive gigging CV including the Secret Garden Party and
other high profile venues. And 
musical talent doesn’t just come in the form of acoustic: The Shadow Project (IP1, issue 20) are a six piece from Felixstowe
who, in their own words, “lure the listener into a world of subtle beauty, soaring emotion and intense noise which unlike
their contemporaries always retains an instantly accessible edge and pop sensibility”. Their album is entitled A Beauty To
Fight For, and I can’t help thinking that in places like Felixstowe, beauty really does need to be fought for. Is there something
of a theme emerging here in that all these artistes are more sombre than the bright, flashing lights they hail from? Has their
town had a subtle influence over their work, and in all its superficiality, given them depth? As it drives them, and their
success further away and closer to a different kind of bright, flashing light in the city, will they remember a town that can
boast brilliant fry up’s, hyper kids, boozy boys who throw broken bottles on the beach, the tinny sound of merriment,
crashing waves, squawking seagulls and sandy toes? 

Felixstowe is unique, and like with all our home towns, as much as they invariably disappoint us, they still shape us. 

You may feel sick after a stick of Felixstowe rock, but sea air is a known cure for nausea.

FELIXSTOWE ROCKS
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Like it loud?
Party season is well under way, fuelled by a summer of
debauchery. September marks the start of the massive
student influx, all hell bent on making a big fat noise! 

Loud parties can be fun or a freaking nightmare, and more
often than not this depends on whether you’re invited: Loud
parties are all well and good if you’re the one making the
noise but if you happen to live next door and have work in
the morning those bangin choons can soon become a
bangin headache!

Over the next three pages IP1 examines the notion of what
a loud party is through a series of illustrations hand crafted
by three of IP1’s finest: Fran Marchesi, Sam Burrows and
Andrew Gibson.

Fran is a devilishly talented illustrator who predominantly
uses mixed media. At the moment she works mostly in
illustration; using photography and fine art printing
methods to create one off pieces and flyers. She also likes
to design and spray stencils, create large scale pieces in oil
and acrylic paint. Like most people Fran likes a good knees
up, and can be heard screaming “Play It Louder!” whenever
a Black Lace song gets put on.

Sam has devoted many an hour to making IP1 look great
this year. Sam is a wizard in vector graphics, which for
those of you who don’t know, is a generation of images
from mathematical descriptions that determine the position,
length and direction in which lines are drawn. In his spare
time Sam can be spotted dancing like a drunken moron in
the pubs and clubs of Ipswich.

Andrew won the Ip-art award for visual arts this year, and
is also our featured artist this issue (read more on page 26).
His illustrations are both thought provoking and super
stylish. Andrew is new to Suffolk, but he is certainly wasting
no time getting himself established. Sounds like a bit of
teen spirit to me.

It’s time to join the debate.
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We all know that wind turbines are arguably fantastic, generating clean electricity and
with low or no impact on the local environment apart from a "little" noise - and as the
British Wind Energy Association (BWEA) say "As the listener moves away from the site,
the noise level decreases due to the increasing distance." 

This all sounds good, right?

But there is more to this argument than what you can hear, and by this I mean
infrasound. There is so much concern today about what we expose ourselves to:
what we eat, what we drink, what we watch. We are even well aware of dangers
from things we can't actually see such as UV, and we take measures to protect
ourselves against them. However, apart from the occasional concern about nightclubs
or in-ear headphones, there is very little concern about what we hear - and not just
how it will effect us long-term as loss of hearing, but how it immediately effects us.

Sadly, due to human’s flawed design we are only able to hear between 20 Hz and 20
kHz - we are unable to pick up on frequencies above or below that range. But to a
certain extent this is good as it also means our brains aren't hardwired to things like
the radio, wireless internet or television. Just below 20 Hz lies the region referred to
as infrasound where the interesting stuff happens: even though you are unable to
hear it, it can still affect you. In fact, several studies by scientists such as Tandy.V &
Lawrence.T.R have shown that exposure to the frequencies between 18 and 19 Hz can
cause "discomfort, fear, hyperventilation and even panic attacks".

Some buildings, due to their design and construction methods, can actually emit a
sound at 19 Hz, causing the above side effects in people. People who come into
contact with them get creeped out and ring Ghostbusters. Several paranormal
investigators now check if this standing wave is present during their investigations,
which if discovered more often than not, ends or alters the investigation.

Professor Peter Styles, who led the team from Keele University that studied Dunlaw
wind farm has been quoted as saying, "When the wind farm starts to generate at low
wind-speeds, considerable infrasound signals can be detected at all stations out to
10km."

The main problem with infrasound is that despite Tandy et al and their research many
people still believe that its effects are subjective: because you can't hear it without
specialist low frequency microphones, it's often ignored or played down. Or as Dr.
Geoff Leventhall, author of the Defra Report on Low Frequency Noise and its Effects,
says: "I can state quite categorically that there is no significant infrasound from
current designs of wind turbines."

Maybe it's just me, maybe I'm just having "feelings of paranoia" (another alleged
symptom) but I always think big, and plan for the worst, and for
this wind turbine proposal, my rational / irrational fear is this: imagine living near a
wind turbine farm, not just one turbine but a farm, anywhere up to "10km" which is 6
miles away, with it's low frequencies that may or may not cause "discomfort, fear,
hyperventilation and even panic attacks, dizziness, blurred vision (by vibrating your
eyeballs)". Imagine an entire town feeling the unnerving effects of this "fear
frequency", this invisible presence. Welcome to Ipswich.

It’d make a great film, wouldn’t it.

I am standing at the site of a proposed wind turbine in
Suffolk, and I am wondering, have we thought this through?

Words:  Matthew C Applegate 
Design:  Juanita Allard



It seems 2007 is continuing to be the year of the Toni and Guy
haircut, a t-shirt with some kind of collar and a stripe theme,
skinny jeans and pumps. It is becoming easy to question 
why this is a requisite for all emo musicians these days. How
this helps to inspire a great guitar riff and catchy tune is
anybody’s guess, but the image seems to help bands propel
themselves into the charts with all the predictability of a
factory production line.

But Kevin Pearce could look like anybody; I don’t care. If he
looked like a cross between Mick Hucknall and Jodie Marsh it
would do nothing to detract from his beautiful, thought
provoking lyrics and emotional compositions. (Sorry, did I just
say Mick Hucknall?)

But where does all this emotion come from? “It’s all from my
own experiences; it all comes from pain in my life really! I
guess it’s like a type of therapy.” Which is a similar experience
to listening to his music. If you plug yourself in, take ten
minutes out, and immerse yourself in it all, you come out
feeling like you’ve had a damn good cry.

Kevin Pearce is Colchester’s answer to Jeff Buckley, with a
Nick Drake twist. It’s all incredibly grown-up and very moving.
His track Freezing is enough to give you shivers down your
spine. It’s like being hooked up to a hormone drip. 

Kevin Pearce
It’s a far cry from what you’re likely to hear in the charts: “I
think I have heard my music best described as ‘apocalyptic
folk rock’. To be honest, I don’t listen to that many modern
bands. I think a lot of modern music is generic and formulaic
and soulless, there are a few exceptions, but you have to
look away from the mainstream to find them.”

Colchester is mostly famous for being the ‘oldest recorded
town’ and the home of a bunch of army heavyweights, but
scratch beneath the surface and there’s some real talent
here. Kevin’s live shows are successful and he is getting a
well-deserved fan base. “I’ve just recently sorted a manager
who is very well respected in the industry. An album looks
set to be recorded later this year and released in 2008.” And
what can we expect from the sound? “The atmosphere is
something important in my sound. It’s something that will be
enhanced even more on the album.” 

Kevin’s voice penetrates that place reserved for soul
searching and philosophical ramblings, which by all
accounts is even more intense live: “We play the songs much
more epically live, but I do also play some gigs with just the
bassist as a duo, and you can sometimes find me playing
the folk clubs solo.” It is this variety that has landed Kevin
support slots alongside the likes of Scott Matthews and 
Boo Hewerdine and even the Sugar Hill Gang… well, it 
takes all sorts.

You can catch Kevin at the Dublin Castle in London on 29
August and the High Barn near Braintree on 28 September
and 8 November. He is also playing at Colchester Arts
Centre on 1 Dec. 

www.myspace.com/kevinpearce

Words:  Lowena Rich Design: Juanita Allard
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If your amazing powers of deduction lead you
to conclude that it happens on a Sunday in a
cellar then you’re not wrong. But what exactly
happens on a Sunday in a cellar? If you’re
unsure then the photos accompanying this
article should clear up any confusion. 

Sunday Cellar is an admirable effort by
organisers Paul and his girlfriend Jen to provide
the local acoustic music scene with, at the very
least, a venue – albeit in their own house! The
resultant space is highly intimate and one that I
feel compelled to describe as ‘lo-fi’; fetchingly
adorned with scatter cushions, bean bags,
carpet off-cuts, paper lanterns, a lava lamp, and
a large metal clock (making the job of
regulating set-times a breeze).

Timetabled roughly every three weeks, the cellar
has already hosted some good and some bad
local acoustic acts - enjoyed and endured both
by a live audience and a virtual one (all sessions
are streamed live from and eventually back-
catalogued at: www.sundaycellar.com)

With nights such as Acoustic Auscultation
appearing in Ipswich alongside
Sunday Cellar there seems to be a demand, at
least from organisers, to put on acoustic acts.
What's more they do it for free and will even
open up their own homes (thanks Paul and
Jen). Hopefully the local acoustic scene will
flourish as a result and better acts will come to
the fore that are deserving of the standard £3
entry fee from punters happy to pay.

SUNDAY
CELLAR

Words: Howard Freeman
Photography: Alex Burnell
Design: Juanita Allard
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Andrew Gibson
Artist Profile Ip-Art Award Winner

I am not someone who is easily impressed. I’ll quite happily give someone’s work a good slating if they’ve thrown it into the public
arena - a nasty place when the knives are out! Andrew Gibson’s work, however, demands that you put your knife away!  

You have to hand it to him, the boy has talent: and I for one would let him draw on my walls. With a detailed and graceful style of illustration,
Andrew’s work is confident, accomplished and super stylish. With years of practice at Edinburgh College of Art and now a solo exhibition
under his belt, it’s no surprise that Andrew won the Ip-art Visual Arts Award this year.

Andrew first became interested in illustration while studying at Newcastle College. “I discovered the artist / illustrator Dave McKean. His
work was so inspirational and different to anything I had seen before. After seeing his work, I knew I wanted to be an illustrator.’ Andrew
has practiced and practiced ever since. He maintains that a degree has helped him enormously to develop his work. “I learnt so much
while studying at Edinburgh. It gave me the time to develop as a person and an artist. It helped me nurture my own interests and concepts
and allowed me to introduce them into my personal projects.” The results of all this studying have led to an exhibition at the Town Hall
Galleries over the last two months. If you missed Andrew’s exhibition, don’t worry, he assures me he has plenty of projects in the pipeline.
“I’ve got some concepts [for projects] that need fleshing out involving collaboration with a local musician. I’m also currently following up
some leads the Town Hall Galleries have given me and I’m in discussions with a few galleries back in Edinburgh and Newcastle about
exhibiting my work.”

Originally from the north of the country, moving to the drastically different climate of rural Suffolk must have been something of a culture
shock for Andrew. If it wasn’t our softer accents and sunny skies that lured him here it must have been our thriving arts scene, no? “There
seems to be a lot going on in Ipswich at roots level which is one of the reasons I decided to move here. With magazines such as IP1
encouraging up and coming talent, artists groups such as Key-arts and the newly appointed Arts Project Officer for the Town Hall Galleries,
Julia Devonshire, I’m sure there will be some exciting opportunities arising in the future.” 

As Andrew maintains, there are many opportunities for young artists in Ipswich, and new graduates need not always follow the well-worn
paths to bigger cities. “Edinburgh was fantastic for the arts but at roots level with so many graduates trying to achieve the same goal you
often found yourself being overlooked if you didn’t move in certain social circles.” However, he also feels there is a lot of room for
improvement in Suffolk. “As an illustrator / artist I’m setting myself up a freelance business and I believe more needs to be done for small
businesses in the area. I know in Edinburgh Business Gateway have been very helpful to a few friends of mine but I have yet to find similar
projects in Suffolk which encourage newly started businesses with such support, enthusiasm and money.”

A self-confessed people watcher, a lot of Andrew’s work depicts everyday life and this is certainly something that captured me when I saw
his work. Inspired by things like market stalls, car boot sales and unusual objects, Andrew has made these things, and the people that
interact with them, the subject of his studies. “I have been fascinated by car boot sales since my childhood, especially the interesting
characters you always get at these places. So I went about setting up my degree show as a car boot sale (minus the car.) Unfortunately
my university wouldn’t let me. People’s reactions to the images I had produced and the stories they started telling me about their
experiences of car boot sales were fantastic. It became more than just about my work. It evolved to become a shared experience and I
hope to find the people of Ipswich reacting to my work in a similar way.”

Too much of a perfectionist to choose a piece of work that he could call his favourite; Andrew remains modest about his work and
achievements. He says he’d like to illustrate a book one day and has a few concepts in mind. As for the rest of his ambitions and plans
for the future, Andrew revels in ambiguity. He tells me it’s top secret stuff.

For more information on Andrew's work please go to www.andrewgibson.co.uk or email him at illustration@andrewgibson.co.uk.

The Ip-art Award for Visual Arts is a brilliant opportunity for recent graduates and emerging talent from in and around Ipswich,
offering a prizeof £500 to create new work as well as a solo exhibition in the Town Hall Galleries. For submission details visit

www.ip-art.com/news.php or contact Julia Devonshire on 01473 432862 / julia.devonshire@ipswich.gov.uk. 
Deadline for submissions for 2007: September 10th







Following the latest hype surrounding social networking sites I decided to
catch up with some local vampires from Suffolk who belong to their very own
online cult at VampireFreaks.com. Not only did I befriend a genuine wizard but
was intrigued by these dark online communities. I wanted to believe there was more
to the online world than MySpace. Did these people have a different online experience?
Was I missing out on what it was really all about? 

666LivingDeadGirl and VampireHeartCore (who wish to remain anonymous but who
are both from Suffolk) are members of specialist online cults ‘DreadToBeDifferent’ and
‘F*ckTheMainstream’. Whilst giving me an interesting insight into what they get from
online networking they stated a preference for “an alternative lifestyle” rather than
following the mainstream sites. 666LivingDeadGirl said that “being strange and
individual is an art form so it’s appealing to be part of an online community who
appreciate this! By opening the floodgates to everyone that, exclusive feel of a
community evaporates”. VampireHeartCore agreed: “We are part of a niche market
where cult rules apply so sites are monitored more efficiently making networking a
more enjoyable experience”. 

I then visited online cult ‘DarkSanctuary’ where SinisterDave from Stowmarket
told me he had been a zombie since 1999! “I am just another shy, anti-social

computer geek; another lost soul connecting and trying to make sense of
the world”. SinisterDave argued that the media controls the nation but

“the great thing about vampires is that they don’t think the same way”.
When discussing other networks he was quick to add: “You can be

yourself and not get judged like on MySpace. We choose to be a
certain way, the way we interact is a choice – a choice to be
different. I personally believe in the paranormal and here I can be
with others alike and that’s why I get more from this experience”.

I had been informed that some of these local vampires also meet
in Suffolk, the location I’m not sure of. After being invited to the

local annual ‘Cybertox Intervention’ and ‘Zombie Intelligence Bash’
where I was encouraged to share beliefs, ideas and values, I couldn’t

help but feel they secretly questioned my commitment to being an actual vampire.
Nonetheless, this community seemed to be getting more from the world of online
networks and I felt I had learnt something by contacting them. Despite the fast-growing
nature of the Internet, for these vampires, staying individual can mean social success.  

If you are interested in joining an online cult then visit: 
www.vampirefreaks.com for more information.

www.myspace.com/kevinpearceWords:  Lauren Coles 
Illustration: Fran Marchesi 
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I m goofy. I hangout with my mateswho love strappingstrange wheelie
boards to their feetand throwing
themselves down
hills  It can be
messy, especiallywhen you fall off.But that s part ofthe fun!

Mountain Boarding,also known as AllTerrain Boarding orDirt Boarding, hasbeen around in oneform or another sincethe 1970s. There havebeen competitions inthe UK since 1998. 

It derives from a
mixture of Surfing,

Skateboarding,
Snowboarding andMountain biking - thelanguage and termsused by some

boarders comes fromall of these sports, butI just call my tricks‘going really high’ or‘my twizzly thing’. 

The idea behind DirtBoarding is to getdown a hill and haveas much fun on theway down as
possible. And
everyone I’ve seenriding a board for thefirst time runs straightback up that hill!

It’s so easy to forgetthe stresses of the dayonce you’re on.
There’s no pressure to

perform, you’re notexpected to wear aspecific brand ofclothing, there are norules on how youshould ride, you areconsidered a     dirtboarder the momentyou muster the
mental strength to slipyour feet into thebindings. You don’thave to pay to ride orfit in around openinghours. Just pick a hillwith public accessand be considerate toothers and your

environment.

I’m a member ofSuffolk Allterrain, agrowing collective ofindividuals who loveboarding. We’ve beentogether for over a

DIRT BODIRTY
DAYS OUT

WITH 
AIRHEAD
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year now. We arecurrently riding localparks and some othercherished spots, butwould love to hear ifthere are any friendlylandowners out therewho have a hill wecould ride.

There is a mix ofbeginners and
intermediate boardersin the group. Ridingstyles reflect the

personalities of theboarders and you cansee who has previousexperience with otherboard sports by theway they ride. Someare chilled, somepush it hard. Everyonelooks out for eachother and cares about

the land they areriding. Safety is a bigthing for us all, too -everyone wears ahelmet and has beenglad of it.

We’re often seen inChristchurch Park on alate Sunday afternoonif you want to see usin action or have achat. We’ve alreadyhad a great responseand interest from
other people usingthe park.

I want to thank theamazing, friendly andencouraging peopleI’ve spent time with onthe hill: Krash, Itchy,Mark, Slider, Owen ‘lil

dude’, Ratboy, RatboyJr, Flea, Mrs S, Mark II,Dave, Judder andBomber. 
Also Lloyd, Jack andTom who regularlyride Christchurch Park;Kerry from OneSuffolkfor our free web

space; all the familyand friends who havesupported us andCharlie from
Edgeriders for
boards/parts. 

If you fancy a laugh,have a look at ourvideos on:
www.youtube.com/suffolkallterrain. I’mthe one with the hugearse (it’s my hillbillybum pad, honest)!

The bails video isentertaining; with agreat soundtrack fromlocal band Rosalita. 

For more informationabout Suffolk Allterrain,see our web pages at: 

www.onesuffolk.co.uk/suffolkallterrain 

www.suffolkallterrainsquad.blogspot.com

Or email me 
‘Airhead’ at:
vamachara@hotmail.com

›
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